
East London Gin
East London Liquor Gin is made using wheat and an infusion of lemon 
peel, grapefruit peel, coriander, angelica root, juniper berries, cubeb 
berries and cardamom. A delicious and refreshing tipple! 1

style aBV case individual
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East London Vodka
A 100% wheat based English vodka, incredibly smooth in taste and 
creamy in mouthfeel. Great in a vodka Martini or Bloody Mary, it's 
extremely versatile overall making it a cabinet essential. 1

70
clVodka 40%

East London White Rum
Guaranteed to bring a tropical buzz to the drizzliest of days. This rum's 
roots run through three iconic Jamaican distilleries, providing a full fruity 
depth you're looking for. 
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East London Rarer Rum
This Demerara rum is buttery caramel and vanilla in taste and can be 
traced back to the one-of-a-kind wooden still it's distilled in, as well as the 
ex-bourbon casks it's kept in. A slightly rarer take on rum! 1

70
cl

40%

East London Brighter Gin
About as subtle as a citrus sucker punch. This gin is light, dry, and it 
smacks of sweet spice and grapefruit. 1

70
cl

45%Gin

East London Louder Gin
An unrelenting and unexpectedly versatile gin that is oily, herbaceous, and 
offers a ferocious savoury punch. Freshened by a little lavender. 1
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cl

47%Gin

Demerara
Rum

East London Older Gin
This is what you get when you take our East London Gin and leave it in 
new French oak barrels for 14 weeks. Flavours of vanilla, dried fruit and 
cardamom. 1
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47%Gin

East London Kew Gardens Gin
Bright Douglas fir and fresh, floral lavender are rounded out by sweet 
orange peel and earthy liquorice root and fennel seed, hitting all the right 
notes on your palate.
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